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Week 18: Man-Plan
June 24, 2013 | 6 upvotes | by redpillschool

One of the most important aspects of a man's life for his own well-being is having comrades, making sure
you have the social interaction with like-minded men. Brotherhood is key to a healthy life, and integral to
growing into a man. You need men to aspire to be like, and men need you to aspire to as well.
This week, call up your guy friends and make a man-plan. The activity should be strictly masculine.
Hunting, camping, fishing, hiking. No pottery.
Make it a plan, and make sure it happens. Men only.
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Comments

[deleted] • 5 points • 24 June, 2013 07:17 PM 

Fishing tomorrow!

I am a fucking pansy, so I have no clue what I will be doing.

But still, fishing tomorrow!

[deleted] • 1 point • 25 June, 2013 10:26 AM* 

Right, so fishing was a bit of a fiasco, but it was fun nonetheless. I'm still a little bitch, in that I refused to touch
the worms (bait), and used a stick to hook it up. But fun day anyhow.

It's interesting to note that while my friends have realised we have a bad drinking habit, they don't seem too
happy about this alternative. We went to fish in small rivers/streams (and didn't get anything), but I don't see the
point in looking at what we did as something that "14 y/o kids would do".

If anything, I would have been much happier if I was doing shit like this everyday at 14, instead of looking for
approval on internet forums (edit: directed more energy and time than I should have in the wrong places,
namely, a gaming forum) or at school and killing time with video games I didn't even enjoy all that much.

RedSunBlue • 1 point • 25 June, 2013 12:42 AM 

Does womanizing count?

Joosmad • -5 points • 24 June, 2013 07:22 PM [recovered]

Activity should be strictly masculine? WTF are you on dude? Ah we are cave men we must do masculine things
that we do not like doing, rawr.

Should have made it an activity that you all enjoy. Since you know, being Alpha and a man means doing what
you want, not what others dictate.

I think you have the wrong idea on what being a man is. You are letting pua guides or something stupid tell you
what you should be doing. Instead of actually being a man and doing what you enjoy.

redpillschool[S] • 0 points • 24 June, 2013 07:25 PM 

I've chosen your activity: Pegging.

Seriously this isn't "become a teetotaling chick with all-inclusive activities."

You can have fun doing just about anything. And a lot of activities include women. This week's goal is to
find an activity to do with your mates that you cannot do with women in the group. I listed examples. Your
job is to extrapolate on that. Which you've failed to do. GTFO.

Joosmad-5 points 24 June, 2013 07:49 PM [recovered] 

Wow, you are extremely angry and upset for me simply voicing my opinion on your shitty list you made.

I extrapolated that your list was made up from some old world style of what a man is, where they had to
conform. As opposed to now, where a man does whatever the fuck he pleases.

But it's ok, confine yourself to a box.

Gold_Leaf_Initiative • 2 points • 4 August, 2013 08:56 PM 
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No, Joosmad is correct in this instance. Being a man means doing whatever the fuck you enjoy
without approval from others, even if that activity is pegging.

The spirit of "redpillschools" post is correct, i.e. do something manly. But Joosmad is technically
correct when he says those activities can be anything, not something from a pre-chosen list.

redpillschool[S] • 5 points • 24 June, 2013 07:54 PM 

This is a subreddit dedicated to becoming a man. A certain level of conformity is implicit in the
concept of learning something you don't already know.

My "shitty" list isn't exhaustive, anybody with an ounce of brain power knows that. You're here to
troll. That's why you're gone.

Gold_Leaf_Initiative • 1 point • 4 August, 2013 08:58 PM* 

I mean yeah some people are pedantic on the internet but usually you just ignore them....

BTW my man plan was a camping trip, hiking every day, swimming everyday, cooked over an
open fire
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